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2. Harnessing the Creational and Alchemical Power of the Sacred Feminine 
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“Alchemy”
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Diamond as the Alchemical Crucible

The Philosopher's Stone may be equated with the Causal Body, the 
Resurrection Body, or the Immortal Body. It is a vehicle for consciousness to 
inhabit, which is qualitatively different than the Astral Body, a double of the 
physical body.

Alchemy strives for the experience of spiritual rebirth through the union of 
opposites, or the sacred marriage. The Philosopher's Stone is also a symbol 
of the embryonic Self. It is the product of the sacred marriage, which has 
been characterized in alchemy as the union of the Sun (+) and the Moon (-).
This marriage creates a bond by which opposites are united in an image 
which transcends both original potentials. The whole art of alchemy is 
contained within the image of a magical or divine child.

One of the alchemical goals is to create an eternal body for post-mortal 
continuation of the spirit and the soul. Both the western and Chinese 
alchemists felt this could be accomplished in a lifetime, with the help of God, 
or the Self. This vessel for immortality is the Diamond Body.
Alchemy, like Jungian psychology, is a creative discipline which embraces all 
things from the standpoint of soul.                                  Iona Miller
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Diamond Light Grid Core Column

‘Energy Domains’

Diaphragm – Sacrum

Inner crucible for fusion of elements

Formation of the ‘Golden Pearl’

Navel / umbilical

Source of creational power and 
manifestation
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- Mitochondrial DNA is circular & symbolic of the ourobouros & serpent
- Mitochondrial DNA has 22 genes
- Mt DNA also associated with production of energy ie Power
- Mt DNA falls under the ‘governance’ of nuclear DNA

- Ancient symbolism of female form associated with
the Tree of Life and the Serpent

- Kabbalistic ‘Tree of Life’ & mystical teachings talk of 22 pathways
associated with the ‘Key’ manifestations of the Divine (sephirot). 
In other words, they are Pathways to the Self

- Tree of Life is actually an Octahedron

Within our biology we have the Diamond in the Golden Ring – our access to
ancient wisdom and the ultimate Divine Essence
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Nurturer, Creator Destroyer, death

Mercy, compassion, Love, forgiveness Fear, rejection, neediness 

Patience, Encouragement Spiritual wounding, disillusionment

Instinctual energy, inner joy Repression, rejection

Feminine strength Punishment, scapegoating

Ecological balance Natural disasters

Transformative wisdom, dark energy, 
cosmic power

Denial, suffering

Beauty, power and magic Control, domination

Great Mother : Paradox and Polarity
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Diamond Light Code : Flow
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